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Executive Summary
Resto Platform is a highly anticipated revolution in foodservice. A universally beneficial opportunity realized by blockchain implementation.
Resto is an integrated business solution introducing:
■■ multipurpose loyalty program
■■ advantageous cashback for customers
■■ user-friendly CRM system
■■ innovative marketing tools
■■ actual feedback service
Resto for investors — is a one-off opportunity for investment into universal Resto currency performing at an ongoing growth rate through the engagement of each foodservice operator and
the capture of each new country market. It is a crucial chance for guaranteed passive income and
the opportunity to become a co-founder of the Global Foodservice Loyalty Space.
Resto for participants — is a unique and complete kit that resolves major foodservice operator
problems. It is a free and powerful competitive advantage, offering a set of highly-effective marketing and promotion services within a Worldwide Loyalty Space of infinite possibilities.
Resto for consumers — is a general currency for visiting any foodservice establishment anywhere in the world with cashback guarantee. It is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to save money
and earn money simultaneously, to get the best prices and the most attractive offers without geo
boundaries as a very special participant of the International Foodservice Community.
Our aim is to integrate foodservice loyalty programs all over the world. Our global approach to
the development of loyalty programs is second to none and will change the nature of the foodservice industry:
■■ universal loyalty program
■■ superior consumer database
■■ all-in-one app
We welcome you to the tomorrow of the foodservice industry we are introducing today —
the Global Resto Loyalty Platform.
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Market research
The global foodservice market stands at a tipping point. It has shown strong growth over the last
ten years and this is expected to continue. According to the total retail percentage, there has
been a decrease in the proportion of comparison retail (clothing, footwear, white goods), which
is being partially replaced by foodservice, leisure and entertainment offerings in shopping malls,
out-of-town retail parks and the main retail thoroughfares. This trend is driven by changing consumer shopping habits and the growth of ‘experience retailing’, showing consumers’ desire to
enhance their physical shopping experience with a social constituent. This is not just specific to
mature retail markets in the US and Europe, but also to fast growing markets in the Asia Pacific
and the Middle East & Africa. As a result, new shopping centre developments, refurbishments
and extensions are beginning to include more F&B and lifestyle areas, including stand-alone food
stalls and kiosks. By adding foodservice footprint in retail schemes, owners can increase footfall,
consumer dwell time and — more importantly — spending.
■■ Total revenue for the global foodservice industry in 2016 was $3,628.6bn, with a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4.5 % between 2012 and 2016.
■■ Industry consumption volume increased with a CAGR of 3.1 % between 2012 and 2016, reaching a total of 526.2 billion transactions in 2016.
Global Consumer Foodservice by Value (Current vs Constant 2016 Prices) and Transactions: 20062021
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According to comprehensive research (input from industry experts, companies and stakeholders)
further growth is projected to show a CAGR of 7.01 % during 2017 — 2022, primarily driven by increased urbanization and spending on eating out (particularly by millennials). Full service restaurants have been leading the market capturing 59 % of total global expenditure on eating out
in 2016 but quick service restaurants (QRS) along with fast casual restaurants are expected to be
the fastest growing segment in the forecasted period.

BREAKDOWN OF F&B SALES (USD) BY TYPES
OF OUTLETS IN 2016 (%)

TOP F&B OUTLET CATEGORIES
Full service Restaurant was the outlet
category with the largest share of the
market in 2016, accounting for 59% of total
sales. This Was Followed by Quick Service
Restaurant & Fast Food, which accounted
for 33% of total sales.
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Rising urbanization together with economic growth in the developing regions is supporting
the growth in global foodservice industry.In addition to this, an increasing number of QRS and
fast casual restaurants, technological advancements in food ordering and payment services, fast
delivery and takeaway service stations are boosting the growing foodservice sector of various
regions.

TOP LARGEST MARKETS –– CONSUMER SPENDING ON EATING OUT IN 2016
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Market forecast
The Asia Pacific is the fastest growing region according to the consumer spending on eating out,
showing an average annual growth of 9.8 % between 2006-16, with a forecasted average annual
growth of 7.5 % for the 2017-26 period. The Middle East & Africa was the second fastest growing region between 2006-16, showing an average annual growth of 7.4 % with strong forecasted growth
for 2017-26 at 7.3 %. The Americas — specifically the United States and Canada — and European
mature retail market growth between 2006-16 has been lower at 6.1 % and 4.2 % respectively, as
these markets were more saturated prior to 2006. Annual average growth forecasts for these regions for 2017-26 are still positive, with the Americas anticipated to grow by 5.5 % over the period
and Europe by 4.9 %. (source: Oxford Economics)
REGIONAL BREAKDOWN OF ALL CONSUMER SPENDING ON EATING OUT IN 2016
■■ USD PPP (current prices)
■■ The Americas 36 %
■■ Asia Pacific 32 %
■■ Europe 27 %
■■ Middle East & Africa 5 %
According to data from GlobalData, Coffee & Tea Shops
are the outlet types expected to see the strongest
growth in sales between 2017–20, with average annual
growth forecast to be 5.1%. All other outlet categories are
expected to see average annual growthof around 4.8%
during this period.

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF SALES IN
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THE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
Consumer spending on Eating Out in 2016: USD 182.5 billion (PPP), representing 5 % of global consumer spending on Eating Out; Average Annual Growth over the last 10 years (2006-16): 7.4 %;
Average Annual Growth over the next 10 years (2017-26): 7.3 %
EVOLITION OF CONSUMER SPENDING
ON EATING OUT
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THE AMERICAS
Consumer spending on Eating Out in 2016: USD 1,174 billion (PPP), representing 36 % of global
consumer spending on Eating Out; Average Annual Growth over the last 10 years (2006-16): 6.1 %;
Average Annual Growth over the next 10 years (2017-26): 5.5 %
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ASIA PACIFIC
Consumer spending on Eating Out in 201 006-16): 9.8 %; Average Annual Growth over the next 10
years (2017-26): 7.5 %
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EUROPE
Consumer spending on Eating Out in 2016: USD 881 billion (PPP), representing 27 % of global consumer spending on Eating Out; Average Annual Growth over the last 10 years (2006-16): 4.2 %;
Average Annual Growth over the next 10 years (2017-26): 4.9 %
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With the continuing growth in the global foodservice industry, trends identified in the US and
Europe markets have begun to spread around the world. While there may be some minor differences, these trends are broadly the same wherever you go.
While consumers want global flavours, they also want a more personalized experience. Consumers of today know how, when, where and what they want, and what’s more, they demand access
to restaurant fare wherever they are — whether at home, at work or while travelling. As we continue to see an increase in the quantity and variety of competing restaurants, maintaining customer
loyalty will become more and more difficult. Technology is going to be the solution for consumers
and operators to adopt new ways of engaging with each other. The convenience of online ordering, online payments and digital loyalty reward programs will change the pattern of how consumers relate to the foodservice industry.
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Tech-driven chains
Technology has become an integral part of global growth strategies and the fastest growing
global chains have also become leaders in tech-driven foodservice. With an effective mobile strategy, popular rewards program and modern payment options, Starbucks, for example, grew 11.6 %
by value in 2016 to close the gap with leading operators McDonald’s Corp, Yum! Brands Inc and
Restaurant Brands International Inc. No company in the top 10 global rankings grew faster than
Domino’s Pizza Inc, which grew 13.9 % by value in 2016 and its share of the global market continues to grow.
Domino’s Pizza has become one of the foodservice industry’s most iconic examples after both
reinventing its recipe in 2009 and improving customer loyalty. The Domino’s “Piece Of The Pie”
rewards program was part of the company’s new directive to become “an e-commerce company
that happens to sell pizza.” It allowed customers to collect points against their personalized pizza
profiles and exchange those points for free pizza, though initially only through web and mobile
channels.
Domino’s Pizza continued to invest in technology that enhances the convenience of ordering,
preparation and delivery — all aspects of the modern foodservice experience that consumers
in all markets increasingly prefer. In April 2018, Domino’s started a multi-channel marketing campaign to inform customers that they could now get loyalty points through every available point
of sale — including voice, Twitter, SMS and in-store purchases and even with a free mobile game.
With the help of comprehensive consumer analysis and mobile-driven mentality, Domino’s loyalty program has become one of the most successful of its kind. This relentless commitment to
user experience has also earned Domino’s a spot on the Forbes list of Most Innovative Growth
Companies and a stock price that went from an all-time low of $3.00 in 2008 to $250.00 in 2018.
Thus for a restaurant, the goals of a loyalty program are two-fold:
■■ To offer incentives to customers
Rewards motivate the majority of the consumers to spend more. According to a 2016 report, 66 %
of loyalty program members modify the amount they spend to maximize points — buying more
and spending more than non-members (and resulting in a 5 % — 10 % revenue increase, on average).
■■ To collect information about those customers in the process.
Most restaurants are already gathering customer data through all the possible channels — from
social programs, online ordering, mobile wallet payments, apps, POS system etc. Restaurants
with effective loyalty programs can organize their data easily to track customer behavior and
make informed decisions.
Moreover, thanks to the integration of loyalty marketing programs with social media and messaging channels, restaurants can increase from one consumer connection to up to thousands at a
time. Gone are the days when consumers shared their experiences with friends about the latest
gig or CD. Nowadays they want to talk about their latest dining experience and share it on social
media with their friends, essentially making themselves advocates for that brand or establishment.
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And yet, not all of the largest foodservice chains in the world are on board with the idea of loyalty programs. McDonald’s is reportedly developing a loyalty program, though it hasn’t yet made
any formal announcements. Whole Foods is also currently testing a program in select markets,
though it isn’t yet widely available. Those who have succeeded have done so by ensuring their
loyalty program offers something of value to both the company and its customers, and by evolving to meet consumer demand.
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More cases
The STARBUCKS case
The Starbucks loyalty program is a well-known success story, with 12 million members in the U.S.
alone. The coffee giant launched the “My Starbucks Rewards Loyalty Program” in 2010 and, shortly after, declared the program “an overwhelming success” that boosted both transaction frequency and average ticket size.
By now the program also includes a digital ordering component known as “Mobile Order & Pay”
(offered only to loyalty members). Loyalty programs are most effective when integrated into digital payment and ordering which reinforces ease of use. Recent updates have added gamified
aspects to the app that reward customers for purchasing different products, allowing Starbucks
to drive strategic engagement with new or underperforming SKUs.
In 2016, it was reported that the company’s loyalty program held more money than some banks,
with $1.2 billion in customer funds loaded onto plastic and mobile Starbucks cards as of the first
quarter of the year. According to company filings, that number is now over $2 billion and has more
than doubled in just two years (data shows the coffee giant saw $621 million in funds loaded to
the program in 2014).
In figures:
■■ More than 13 million members
■■ Membership has grown by 11 % in the past year
■■ Transactions made using the loyalty program represented 36 % of U.S. company-operated
sales in the second quarter of 2017, according to company filings
■■ Starbucks loyalty members’ average ticket size is three times that of the average customer

The PANERA case
Launched in 2012, the rewards program “My Panera”, is now one of the largest in the industry. Included in their $42 million dollar service environment, the “My Panera” rewards program not only
allows customers to accrue points from their purchases but also customize their menu according
to their personal tastes. The program has cut down order times and increased engagement for
its 25 million members. It has also helped Panera’s marketing team to gain informed access to a
valuable market segment. Program members receive offers to take part in new product launches
and exclusive community events.
Panera recently reported digital sales of more than $1 billion annually via mobile, web or kiosk — a
number projected to double in 2019. President Blaine Hurst has said that the success lies in the
chain’s blend of digital innovation and “operational integrity,” which ultimately “translates to
the kinds of sales we’re seeing today.”
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In figures:
■■ More than 25 million members (representing nearly 8 % of the U.S. population)
■■ As of Q1 2017, sales from mobile, web, and kiosks represented 26 % of total company sales

The SUBWAY case
Subway’s loyalty program has evolved considerably over the years. The Subcard became a Subcard app with geo-targeted promotions, custom sandwich-builder and calorie calculator features.
Recently, the chain has turned to its app (and technology in general) to respond to a sales crisis.
Subway announced it would be introducing touch-screen ordering kiosks and a new mobile app,
in a bid to catch up with rivals such as Panera, together with testing dedicated pickup areas for
mobile orders.
In 2018, Subway announced a loyalty program borrowing the best practices from leading programs like Starbucks Rewards while adding a few unique options. Program participants earn four
tokens for every dollar spent on Subway products and, after having hit 200 tokens, can exchange
them for $2.00 off their purchases, equating to $1.00 in savings for every $25.00 dollars spent. As
with Starbucks, the program operates through a mobile app and registered members are eligible
for free products on their birthdays.
Subway uses what it calls “a completely personalized experience.” The sandwich chain’s web marketing materials explain that customers will be surprised by additional rewards that have been
customized to their unique tastes, leveraging user-level data to track customer purchasing habits
in order to tailor rewards accordingly.
In figures:
■■ The chain’s app garnered top place among quick-serve restaurant loyalty programs
■■ The number of customers who rated themselves “very satisfied” with the program rose by
31 % between 2014 and 2015
There is already an incredible amount of funding flowing into the loyalty space. MOGL, an online
cash back service for dining at affiliated restaurants, has at least $44.94 million as a result of four
rounds of funding from investors like Avalon Ventures and Sigma Partners. POS loyalty platform
FiveStars underwent a $50 million funding round in 2016. LevelUp, a mobile payment platform
that allows users to accept mobile payments and engage with customers through loyalty programs, has an estimated $98 million in funding under its belt. Belly, which aims to “help businesses enhance digital connections to strengthen customer loyalty,” has $25.6 million. There are
a slew of other companies in the restaurant loyalty space too: Thanx, Perkville, Dealyze, Brink, and
Paytronix among them.
Source: AARON ALLEN & ASSOCIATES
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The Product: Resto-revolution
in market
Resto is not just a simple and convenient loyalty program. Resto Platform is a cross-functional
marketing platform, an extra source of income, and a free and unique competitive advantage
in the foodservice industry. Beyond this, Resto is a huge database of potential consumers with
supremely comprehensive targeting based on various specific customer features from average
spend amount and geotargeting to special taste preferences.
The Resto platform is integrated with all the leading foodservice CRM systems. All the marketing
initiatives and profit accrual can be easily carried out in just a few clicks.
Resto’s marketing platform allows the use of the most innovative tools to attract customers and
encourage them to return, to increase loyalty and average spending, and to increase service quality e.g. through the creation of opinion polls.
The CRM system and mobile app Resto Mobile allows foodservice operators to obtain all the information about business efficiency to improve its service and consumer communication to
the maximum.
Platform attributes:
■■ Transparent cashback receipt procedure in RestoToken;
■■ Various ways of using accrued RestoTokens;
■■ Various daily actions (eating out in restaurants, online delivery ordering) with cashback accrual in RestoTokens.
The RestoToken platform allows:
■■ Quick, simple and multi-purpose crypto-cashback;
■■ Easy design and administration allowing individual establishments to create their own loyalty programs;
■■ New marketing tools due to the unique opportunity afforded by coin movement analysis.
RestoToken is simple and easy to use:
■■ User uploads the app;
■■ The app generates a RestoToken wallet;
■■ User is rewarded with bonus RestoTokens.
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Resto: A Service for Business
Owners
Consumers have become more discerning in the meals and concepts they choose to spend on,
forcing global foodservice operators to take another look at menu offerings and supply chains
in order to provide a better dining experience.

Business owners: problem and solution
The introduction of tech-driven decisions for consumers is a reliable way to increase loyalty and
provide the improved dining experiences they are looking for. While the solution is quite visible and has already been proven successful, it is still not available for every foodservice operator.
In designing a loyalty program, each operator faces a number of difficulties whether they are
a small cafe or a full-scale food chain. These problems can become a formidable obstacle for
the development of an individual operator however their solution is applicable on a global level.
It takes a comprehensive study and grouping problems item by item to find the ultimate answer.

Non-chain cafes, quick service and fast casual
restaurants
For an individual cafe or restaurant without the support of a franchise, designing a loyalty program
appears to be quite an ambitious goal. It took a large qualified human resources and involved
considerable expenditures for the loyalty cases mentioned above to become success stories. For
an independent entrepreneur striving to make their business profitable, the resource issue often
becomes a sticking point. Individual foodservice operators barely have the opportunity to involve
enough tools and competent personnel for in-depth marketing analysis and all-round elaboration of a program that truly rewards both the consumer and the business.
Thus, the main problems are:
■■ lack of human resources (marketing experts, IT specialists, etc.) and thus the lack of concept
understanding;
■■ lack of a CRM system and thus a lack of information on business process effectiveness for
making informed decisions;
■■ lack of available tools to generate average spending increase and attraction of new consumers.

Chain food service operators
Full-scale food chains often possess more resources to develop a loyalty program. However, the development itself is not the whole story, as it requires further maintenance and development. Without proper development each operator program risks ending up being another
unused loyalty card. To make an offer work an operator needs to gather enough information
on both its established and potential consumer base in real time and to have enough channels to
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reach the audience. Thus the program should be flexible enough to catch the customer’s interest.
Worthwhile loyalty programs are an on-going two-way process of customer communication.
Below are some common problems:
■■ existing loyalty programs often consist of some special offer for established consumers but
do not offer any notable information about each customer in return;
■■ while program itself gives no information about a consumer, it requires costly market research to collect this data to match the targeted audience demand;
■■ there is no review system transparent enough to get insightful feedback from consumers
(while existing review services can easily offer fake feedback or reviews written by competitors);
■■ special offers for established consumers can drive demand in the short term but do nothing
to attract new consumers;
■■ there is no existing database of the potential consumers in the area;
■■ there is no way to cover a large audience without a huge marketing budget;
■■ opening of new outlets requires a considerable marketing budget.
Essentially there are two sets of problems regarding loyalty program implementation. The first
is devoted to the problem of the program creation on the whole, while the second is dedicated to
the quality of existing loyalty programs. Most issues centre on the marketing data quality and —
sure enough — on the outlay. Though the defined problems are quite varied, their ultimate solution can be found in a ready-made platform applicable to various foodservice operators, which
offers the collection of information about the program participants as well as providing operators
with proper consumer targeting.
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Resto: Service for Marketing
Specialists
Marketing: problem and solution
The role of the marketing constituent in the foodservice industry cannot be overstated (as with any
other industry). Still, comprehensive market research, strategy development and maintenance requires considerable skills, tools, time and money. Efficient marketing strategies include in-depth
market analysis, comprehensive targeted audience research, ongoing effectiveness monitoring
together with an immediate response to any changes in the market or audience needs, effective promotion channels and proper tools and resources for all the above. Obviously the larger
the business, the larger its audience and market share, therefore much more data is involved.
Thus, even if a foodservice operator has an adequate marketing department it gives no guarantee
that its specialists will be able to process all the needed information on time. Some noteworthy issues here include service quality control and targeted consumer profile development. Both tasks
need a lot of information that is still difficult to gather due to insufficiency of existing sources.
It can be noted that marketing specialists who gather necessary information about established
and potential consumers often have to use social networks, apps, online orders, POS systems and
other secondary resources, devoting a lot of time for vague or inaccurate results. By this point,
even interests lists in Facebook or Google profiles are not transparent enough. To gather valuable
feedback, marketing specialists use existing review platforms like TripAdvisor, Yelp, Google My
Business or Zomato (in some regions) but unfortunately the outcome can hardly be considered
objective, as many feedbacks are paid, fake or written by a competitor. An operator may also involve extra staff for service control, spending more money for questionable or unreliable results.
Below is a common set of problems associated with the marketing constituent:
■■ expensive market research;
■■ lack of transparent review platforms;
■■ lack of sources for correct customer targeting;
■■ complexity of loyalty program development;
■■ complexity of efficiency control for offline advertising campaigns;
■■ lack of technical opportunities for full-scale loyalty program development and regular marketing promotion;
■■ complexity of staff training for advertising campaigns;
■■ CRM absence, as a result, absence of data reporting and efficiency monitoring.
The solution lies in a marketing platform that combines options for high-quality targeting through
various attributes such as average spend, geotargeting, taste preferences etc. with on-time efficiency and consumer profile analysis allowing the user to submit and monitor real reviews by real
customers (proven by the personal sales ticket) according to standard restaurant characteristics.
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Resto: A Service for customers
Resto for customers is a general currency for visiting any foodservice establishment anywhere
in the world with a cashback guarantee. It is a simple and convenient wallet allowing customers
not only to save money but to earn money at the same time.

Customers: problem and solution
Loyalty is what makes an occasional foodservice visitor into a true customer. However not every
loyalty program is able to gain customers for a foodservice operator. Naturally rewards inspire
people to become engaged and motivate them to spend more — it’s part of our nature. These
days consumers are discerning enough to be able to evaluate an offer before deciding to take part
in it. Offers worth taking part in are expected to be convenient to use, reflect savings for the consumer and should correspond to the consumer’s taste. Otherwise in today’s fiercely competitive
environment a potential customer will make their way to a more enterprising competitor. The typical household owned an average of 13 loyalty cards in 2016, however the majority of these cards
were inactive, revealing both an actual demand for loyalty programs and the importance of quality in a loyalty program. The better developed programs get the largest rewards. Thus the secret
formula lies not just in discounts for a short-term sales increase, but in better understanding what
an operator’s ideal customer looks like: when they visit, what they buy, and how much they spend.
Below are some noteworthy problems from a customer’s point of view:
■■ an abundance of existing loyalty programs with varying degrees of quality;
■■ lack of a system that allows consumers to browse and review foodservice operators according to the important characteristics: food, average spend, proven feedback etc.;
■■ little perceived savings in most program offers;
■■ offers generally do not match customers’ personal tastes.
The best solution for a customer is a common platform that is flexible and easy to use, with
the most advantageous offers based on his or her personal taste.
The concept of Resto was developed by defining the major foodservice problems and considering potential solutions. After comprehensive development and improvement, Resto introduces a
universally beneficial solution for the foodservice industry.
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Resto Pack
The Resto Pack includes the following products:
■■ Resto Loyalty Platform — a loyalty program for foodservice operators based on blockchain
technology, integrated with the major CRM systems and with a built-in Resto CRM system.
■■ Resto CRM — a CRM system for small and medium foodservice businesses.
■■ Resto Wallet — an app (Android, iOS) for the loyalty program allowing customers to receive
additional Resto tokens and other bonuses.
■■ Resto Reviews — an integrated feedback service with Resto Loyalty Platform and Resto
Wallet.
The release of Resto Pack products will be staggered following the detailed testing of their integration with one another as well as with external services.
The Resto Pack is a single and complete solution to the major problems experienced in the foodservice industry by consumers and operators alike. A single Resto Pack provides the operator with
the free CRM system, an active customer database, innovative marketing tools and a powerful
competitive advantage over the longer term.
The advantage of the Pack is that an operator can offer customers cashback, the most competitive prices, attractive offers and a real extra income option without any geo boundaries.
The Resto Pack empowers an operator with exclusive marketing resources such as a current consumer database and revolutionary targeting options focused around the most essential customer
specifics.
Resto Pack is unrivaled throughout the world. It is the first complete worldwide loyalty system to
make a breakthrough in the global foodservice industry.
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Resto Loyalty Platform
Resto Loyalty Platform (RLP) is a multipurpose loyalty program.
With Resto Pack each foodservice operator receives free access to all the RLP services. While
completing a profile, an operator specifies a percentage share of each bill that will be accrued to
his customer with each cash or card payment.
Each operator gets access to their target audience — a superior customer database. The loyalty
program gathers and aggregates information about each customer’s preferences, assigning him
or her a personal ID and continues to monitor them further. As more customers are integrated
into the system, the database expands allowing each restaurant to advertise their campaigns
effectively, targeting customers according to their personal tastes, average amount spent, geolocation etc.
Maximized personalization and cross-functionality of the marketing platform enable an operator
to create personally relevant offers, to hold the most effective campaigns that receive a positive
response due to precise targeting, allowing an advertiser to appeal directly to his core audience.
Launching a new product or special offer currently requires a business owner to use obsolete
offline promotion methods or expensive digital campaigns. There are no existing platforms, not
even Facebook or Google, that are able to offer 100 % targeting except for relative clusters by interests and nominal income. RLP allows each business owner to intentionally invite customers
from a designated location who prefer the very food he or she offers and, while eating out, spend
a sum equal to his restaurant’s average bill. Thus the business owner is able to hit the target with
no extra spending.
Customers wishing to enter the program and get bonus RestoTokens should install the Resto
Wallet app and sign in. RestoToken bonuses are accrued for purchases (order payments), for certain actions (such as submitting reviews for Resto Reviews), surveys/blogging etc.
Customers may pay with RestoTokens all over the world in any restaurant using the Resto Loyalty
Program or may sell their RestoTokens on the stock exchange and receive cashback in their local
currency.
RLP aims to integrate all the loyalty programs of different companies. Customers don’t have to
carry around various unnecessary discount and loyalty cards and can instead access all of them
in the Resto Wallet app. Moreover, instead of annoyingly irrelevant offers, customers receive only
the attractive ones based on their personal tastes.
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Resto Wallet
Resto Wallet is a user-friendly app for the Resto Loyalty Platform.
The Resto Wallet app is available for both Android and IOS. The app allows users to access all
the services of RLP. Each user can get bonus RestoTokens from partner companies, can acquire
tokens or even transfer them to other RLP users. The app gives references and recommendations
for restaurant choices by applying a geolocation and rating system.
To sign in, new Resto Wallet users can create their personal account in the app through
the web-portal or by loading the app on their mobile.
To recharge their Resto Wallet balance, users can exchange a cryptocurrency or use a fiat currency to get RestoTokens. RestoTokens are used for all transactions to reduce transaction expenses.
RestoTokens can be exchanged for any cryptocurrency or fiat currency.
Conventional loyalty program apps are often awkward and poorly adapted for use. Resto Wallet
takes advantage of the QR-code function to make transactions more user-friendly than ever before. Each foodservice operator generates unique QR codes that can be scanned with the app
and deliver transactions to the Resto CRM or any other foodservice POS system immediately.
The user receives a QR code with his order payment and has 24 hours to scan it with the Resto
Wallet app (in case he has no device with the app on hand). Bonus RestoTokens are accrued to
the user account just a few minutes after the QR-code is scanned.
Resto Wallet is based on the Ethereum platform blockchain technology. Each individual receipt,
exchange or payment with RestoTokens is processed as an Ethereum platform transaction. Each
transaction has a unique ID for Ethereum net to protect users from potential fraud and external
hacking attempts. Since transactions are verified by the Ethereum network, Resto Loyalty Platform can guarantee transaction security accordingly without any intermediums or centralized
server engagement. The blockchain technology is safe and decentralized, providing transparency
of transactions. Each complete transaction can be viewed in Etherscan by the user at any time.
Therefore using RLP both Guests and foodservice operators are protected under mutual supervision that makes fraud from both sides impossible.
For the further details on the technical implementation and options for optimization, refer to
Technology.
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Resto Reviews
Resto Reviews is a unique feedback service allowing only real consumers to submit a review of a
foodservice operator.
Few foodservice companies are motivated to learn how to interact with review services. For small
food outlets it is challenging to encourage customers to leave feedback. Customers are more likely to submit a reviews when they are disappointed with a service than when satisfied. Meanwhile,
competitors with a large enough marketing budget can leave numerous poor reviews that intentionally damages the reputation of an outlet. Having neither the budget for a marketing specialist
nor the time or competence to solve such problems, many outlets have no way of avoiding this.
Resto Reviews offers honest feedback from the real consumers that have visited the outlet.
The built-in Guide for review management helps to work off negative feedbacks, accrue bonuses
and build up customers’ loyalty in just a few clicks. The Platform is extremely simple, allowing
small businesses take pleasure in communicating with customers and make ratings grow to attract more potential consumers.
For large chains Resto Reviews solves several marketing problems at once:
■■ immediacy
■■ reliability
■■ fairness
■■ relevance
■■ representativeness
Advanced statistics with breakdown by business units, products, average bill etc. help to provide
conclusive summaries without costly research.
Resto investors should take note of the complement represented by the review service, providing
an ensured extra income for the project. Resto Reviews will not only be popular with both restaurant owners and users but will also serve an additional, well-monetising ecosystem.
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The Business Model
We have elaborated a comprehensive business model with multiple ways of monetization which
are listed below:
■■ Recurring fees for Resto CRM usage;
■■ Business owner commission fee;
■■ Commission fee for payment processing;
■■ Targeted ad campaigns by business owners;
■■ Top listing for business owners.
The ways of monetization listed above will be described in further detail in How the Resto Platform Generates Revenue.
To work out the business plan draft we have used a minimal amount of commission and recurring
fees to estimate the most negative scenario and assess risks. As calculated, the roadmap comes
to a high revenue and hefty profit in accordance with the most conservative estimates as follows:
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Furthermore, by applying the business plan we have calculated the softcap required to gain a
breakeven point and return on investment within 2 years. According to the current needs it will
take a $5M softcap to be used as follows:

Use of funds
Product Development

5%

10%

IT Operations

20%

Sales
Marketing Budget
(attraction of business owners)

10%

25%

Marketing Budget
(attraction of MAU)
Finance, Legal and compilance

10%

20%

CapEx
(new ofﬁces)

In the case that Token Sale raises less than $5M, a deficient amount will be received from the concerned investors keen on the project fulfillment. Yet in this case a roadmap deviation is possible
as the roadmap is developed with account of the full softcap raised during ICO.
We arrived at the working product having examined the business plan from different perspectives,
in keeping with the comprehensive market research, business needs evaluation and advertising
performance analysis. The basic Resto idea was developed and improved to meet the demands
of the foodservice industry and performed with high efficiency and a healthy outlook. The Resto
platform as it is represented here is the final result showing superior profit performance through
various case scenarios. Resto in its final form is a project that holds significant advantages for all
of those involved.

Development Strategy
The Asia Pacific region was identified in foodservice market research to be the fastest growing region according to the spending on eating out, and the most up-and-coming region due to strong
economic growth, rising urbanization and rapidly increasing number of quick service and fast
casual restaurants along with leading smartphone usage performance. Thus for multiple factors
the Asia Pacific has been chosen for the project launch to meet the global foodservice trends.
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In Q3 2019 companies in India, South Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, Vietnam and Malaysia
will be registered to promote the parent company interests in the Asia Pacific. New sales and
development offices — complete with support teams and local marketing departments — will be
launched in the capital of each of the registered countries.
Development departments aim to engage the major local foodservice chains and supervise further adoption of the Resto LP. At this stage, negotiations with several major food chains of India
are already taking place with the prior approvals reached. The negotiations have proven business
owners’ interest in the implementation of Resto.
Sales departments aim to engage small businesses with both Resto LP expansion and Resto CRM
installation.
Local marketing departments are intended to put the marketing strategies of the parent office
into action at a local level and to execute SMM promotion.
For intensive project development after the release in the strategy planning phase we have established a marketing & PR budget of over $1,5M. This will be used to attract MAU to Resto Wallet
and to build brand awareness of Resto LP in B2B and B2C segments.
Intelligent budget planning allows for smooth scaling in technical terms and for winning over
MAU to ensure a demand for Resto LP in small businesses and interest from major foodservice
chains.
Competent business infrastructure development based on simultaneous fulfilling of the main
functions (development, promotion and support) on a local level driven by the general parent
office policy allows for positive project expansion, establishment and keeping the level of service
and brand awareness to ensure the high standards of Resto LP and the prospects for long-term
growth.
The fast-growing Asia Pacific region — forming the vanguard for global foodservice industry development — allows for rapid project deployment, showing strong performance and gathering
a reputation for further confident movement towards Europe, the Americas and Middle Eastern
markets.
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Token Sale
Basic info
■■ Ethereum: ERC20
■■ Token emission: 1 100 000 000

Token Distribution
Bounty
Retailers and customers
acquisition
ICO

Presale

Team & Advisors

Marketing & Bonus

41%

5%

18%

18%

Reserve

9%

8% 1%

■■ Resto Token Price: 0,0001 ETH
■■ Accepted Currency: BTC, ETH, LTC
■■ SOFT CAP: 12 500 ETH
■■ HARD CAP: 50 000 ETH
■■ Additional token emission: impossible
■■ Bonus Scheme: yes
■■ KYC: yes
■■ Min/Max Personal Cap: 0.01 ETH (or equivalent)/no limits
■■ Whitelist: no
■■ Tokens for the Team will be frozen for 1 year.
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Token Sale Rounds
Presale

ICO

SEP 20, 2018–OCT 9, 2018

OCT 10, 2018–DEC 14, 2018

0,0001 ETH

0,0001 ETH

Min investment

0,01 ETH

0,01 ETH

Max investment

no

no

Bonus tokens

100%

from 40% to 0% gradually

Special Bonus tokens for investment 100+ eth

300%

200%

55 000 000

451 000 000

Terms
Token price

Round cap

All unallocated tokens will be frozen until NOV 1, 2020 to be then reallocated to the retailer and 
customer acquisition block.
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How the Resto Platform
Generates Revenue
Recurring fees for Resto CRM usage
The universally applicable CRM is a solution that will be of great interest to small business owners
as it allows simultaneous structuring of revenues and expenses, getting tools for profit increase
etc. by applying a ready-made system with no extra spending on development. Resto CRM usage
incurs a reasonable recurring fee.

Business owners commission fee
Loyalty program usage commission fee for business owners is intended to be low and to vary
according to the region in order to ease the process of loyalty program adoption. A monthly fee of
no more than 2-5 average bills would not overtax a business but would confirm the seriousness of
a business owner’s intention to adopt the program. But as the number of participants in the Resto program increase, the sum of commission fees will grow exponentially forming a significant
monthly passive income for the Resto platform.

Commission fee for payment processing
Similar to the previous point, commission fees for payment processing are minimized due to token usage for every transaction which is advantageous for Resto users, affecting the Platform’s
income in a cumulative way. Hence the more operators use the Platform, the greater the income
from payment processing.

Targeted ad campaigns by business owners
Resto provides participating restaurants with revolutionary marketing options to make advertising more readily available and profitable than ever before. Filling the gap in small business marketing opportunities with superior customer targeting and coverage solutions, Resto has uncovered the best alternative to digital and offline ad campaigns for business owners together with a
strong source of income for the platform itself due to the project’s uniformity, enormous potential
and market needs correspondence. Resto marketing tools are projected to be in high demand
and form one of the main income streams.

Top listing for business owners
After gathering about 30 % of city foodservice operators into the Resto space even the best-targeted offers for each Resto Wallet user will become large enough to form a competitive situation
within the Platform. While Resto provides all participating restaurants with consumer attraction
options on the same terms, the higher position of an offer in the app naturally gathers more attention. Being at an additional marketing advantage, top positions in a query will be distributed
on a fee basis. Top listings allowing for more consumer attraction are projected to become another strong income source.
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Revenue and Forecast
A considerable proportion of the funds are planned for the marketing budget to achieve the goals
stated in the Roadmap in the shortest possible time. Calculations and key figures are given in USD
as the majority of estimations will be held in a fiat currency.
This way by launching the Asia Pacific branches in Q2 2019 we can commence active cooperation
with both small business and large foodservice chains. Negotiations within the Indian market are
already being held, with prior approvals reached with two major fast food chains.
In Q4 2019 we will launch a massive digital promotion for both Resto Wallet advertising and a
general increase in Resto LP awareness. Ad campaigns will be launched in the operating countries’ capitals: India, South Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, Vietnam, Malaysia.
As a result of ad campaigns by Q1 2020, MAU total of Resto Wallet will be already about 200K+.
Proactive efforts of 70+ development managers and 500+ sales managers will allow us to reach
5K+ retail foodservice outlets accepting RestoToken.
By Q2 2020 ad campaign build-up will blow Resto Wallet MAU total up to 800K+. Through the efforts of 140+ development managers and 1000+ sales managers as many as 20K+ retail foodservice outlets will be accepting RestoToken.
By Q3 2020 project breakeven point is going to be reached. By this time the number of sales offices will have increased, with 300+ development managers and 2000+ sales managers having
achieved the number 80K+ retail foodservice outlets accepting RestoToken. Resto Wallet MAU
total is about 3M+ by the time.
In Q4 2020 ad campaigns by foodservice outlet owners are expected to be launched. With proliferated advertising efforts, MAU total will reach 14M+. Common actions of 700+ development
managers and 5000+ sales managers will result in 350K+ retail foodservice outlets accepting RestoToken.
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Revenue, USD
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Increasing exponentially, demonstrations of the project’s effectiveness will snowball, driven by
the growth of Resto awareness and popularity. Use of social media to share user experiences, as
well as the marketing buzz, will multiply advertising results considerably.
Furthermore, performance of the first participating restaurants will self-evidently provide a boost
of motivation to business owners. Thus the common engagement at all levels - from the head
office to local staff together with participants and users - will drive Resto to both widespread appreciation and wide profit margins.
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Roadmap
Q4 2017
Idea inception and development
Research of needs of small business foodservice operators
Performance analysis for foodservice ofﬂine and online ad campaigns

Q1 2018
Project architecture development
Brand development
Marketing infrastructure development

Q2 2018
Prototype development (concept design)
Business model development
Foodservice market analysis

Q3 2018
ICO project development
Private & Public PreSale
Investor recruitment

Q4 2018
Private & Public Sale

Q1 2019
RestoLP Beta-release
Resto CRM Beta-release
RestoLP Marketing Pack Beta-release

Q2 2019
Integration with major CRM platforms of ASIA PACIFIC region
Launch of ASIA PACIFIC branches
Resto Wallet App Beta-release (Android, iOS)
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Q3 2019
RestoLP Release
Resto CRM Release
Resto Wallet App Release
Retail and chain foodservice outlets onboarding (ASIA PACIFIC)

Q4 2019
Digital Ad Promotion Resto Wallet
Digital Ad Promotion Resto CRM
Digital Ad Promotion RestoLP
RestoLP PR campaign
5 % of retail foodservice outlets in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC1 capitals accept Resto Token

Q1 2020
Resto Wallet MAU total is about 200K+ in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC
5K+ retail foodservice outlets accept Resto Token in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC
Integration with the major CRM platforms in EUROPE

Q2 2020
Resto Reviews Beta-release
Resto Wallet MAU total is about 800K+ in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC
20K+ retail foodservice outlets accept RestoToken in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC

Q3 2020
Launch of sales ofﬁces in 3 largest cities of India, Japan, Indonesia and South
Korea
Resto Wallet MAU total is about 3M+ TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC
80K+ retail foodservice outlets accept RestoToken in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC
Breakeven Point

Q4 2020
Resto Wallet MAU total is about 14M+ in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC
350K+ retail foodservice outlets accept RestoToken in TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC
Launch of ad campaigns by foodservice outlet owners
1

1 TOP 7 ASIA PACIFIC countries: India, South Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, Vietnam, Malaysia
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The Technology
BlockChain Technology and Smart Contracts
The Resto foundation is the Ethereum blockchain platform that is used for storing all transactions
between platform users (regardless of their roles) and the Platform itself. All the transactions are
settled in RestoTokens.
With the benefit of the Platform usage each foodservice operator will be able to launch a loyalty
program easily by creating a personal account. There one can, in only a few clicks, choose an active CRM (that is integrated with the Platform) or tap into the Resto CRM.

Resto API server
Resto
Loyalty
Platform

Resto
Reviews

Guest

Owner

Other CRM

Blockchain

Resto Wallet

Resto CRM

Technology Stack
■■ Mobile app: Progressive Web Apps, Ionic, React Native
■■ Core: Java EE, Wildfly
■■ Front End: Nodejs, React
■■ Database: Postgresql 9.6
■■ BlockChain: Ethereum
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Unique aspects of blockchain on the Platform
Blockchain technology serves the Resto Loyalty Platform foundation for several reasons:
■■ Reduction of expenses;
■■ Resto Loyalty Platform allows for general cost reduction by excluding third party engagement and by using high technology. In addition, foodservice operators can estimate and
control their expenses.
■■ Resto Loyalty Platform is the most up-to-date and technically-advanced platform available,
with incredible usability and unique verified (by blockchain) user data.
■■ Resto CRM allows for comprehensive business and consumer analysis with transactions
proven by the blockchain;
■■ Simple identification for both established and first time customers, confirmed by blockchain transactions. Users can monitor each transaction they took part in. Moreover users can
view all the other transactions if they can identify a particular hash. Almost every transaction
can be viewed and checked.
■■ Safety. The distributed manner of the blockchain makes the Platform less vulnerable to
break-ins and avoids endangering the system reputation. The active token user assets are
kept in Resto Wallet, all the transactions are kept in the blockchain to avoid fraud and unauthorized operations.
■■ Payment advantage. Using RestoToken as a payment option within the Platform solves
the cross-border payment problems, helps to avoid currency exchange and allows an operator to reward a user directly.
Broader Opportunities of RestoTokens:
■■ RestoTokens can be freely converted into other cryptocurrencies or into fiat currencies;
■■ RestoTokens have no limit to their utilization time;
■■ Bonus Tokens can be accrued in real-time mode;
■■ All transactions are free to control. Transferred into the blockchain, all transactions are open
and available for viewing. Despite this, all information is encoded and secure against breakins.

Platform development perspectives
The Resto Loyalty Platform development team keeps track of the latest inventions of the cryptocurrency and blockchain technology spheres, particularly of the TRON blockchain net and its
TVM virtual machine. Tron Virtual Machine solves an array of problems on the Resto Loyalty Platform scalability, increase in the speed of transactions and decrease in commission fees (involved
in Ethereum). By virtue of Tron Virtual Machine and Ethereum virtual machine compatibility, development and testing of the Resto Loyalty Platform will be held in both Ethereum and TRON.
From the results of testing, the best blockchain net will be chosen to launch the Resto Loyalty
Platform. Should TRON be chosen as the Platform basis, all token holders will be able to make an
exchange without losses.
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Legal Considerations (L)
General information
RestoToken is a cryptographic token used in the RestoToken platform: an unregulated digital asset,
issued and controlled by its developers, and used and accepted by the members of the RestoToken community. The sale of RestoToken is final and non-refundable. RestoToken are not shares
and do not give the holder any right to participate in the general meeting of RestoToken. RestoTokens are not accepted outside of the RestoToken platform and do not have a fixed exchange value
equal to the amount delivered at the time of issue. RestoTokens cannot have a performance or
a specific value outside the RestoToken platform. Therefore, RestoTokens should not be used or
purchased for speculative or investment purposes.

Registration information of the company and
representative offices
METROPOLE VENTURES LP — Resto representing company registered in the United Kingdom.
From Q2 2019 management of Resto will go to another company TBA.
In Q3 2019 companies in India, South Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, Vietnam, Malaysia will
be registered to represent the parent company interests in Asia Pacific.
Representative offices in the EU will be launched in 2020.

Knowledge Required
This document does not constitute an offer or an invitation to sell shares, securities or rights to
the RestoToken platform or any affiliated entity. None of the information or analyses described
in this document are intended to provide a basis for an investment decision, and no specific investment recommendation is made. Accordingly, this document does not constitute investment
advice or an invitation to invest in any security or financial instrument of any nature whatsoever.
Warnings on the risks inherent to the participation in the RestoToken platform is reserved for
natural or legal persons acting within the scope of their professional activities. Any private individual acting on a non-professional basis as a simple consumer, including within the meaning of
the EU Directive 2011/83/EU relating to consumer rights, shall refrain from purchase of RestoToken.
This document is being distributed only to, and is directed only at (and any purchase activity to
which it relates will be engaged only with): (i) investment professionals; (ii) qualified or accredited
investors; (iii) certified sophisticated investors; and (iv) other persons to whom it may otherwise
lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons’’).
This document is directed only at relevant persons. Persons who are not relevant persons should
not take any action based upon this document and should not rely on it. It is a condition of receiving and retaining this document that you declare to RestoToken platform that you are a relevant
person. If you fail to do so, you agree to indemnify RestoToken platform from any liability, risk or
penalties resulting from your negligence or willful misconduct. If under the laws of your domicile
jurisdiction, purchase of any unregistered security, cryptoasset, digital asset or token is illegal or
requires any additional permission or license from the company issuer of the tokens, you shall
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refrain from purchase of RestoToken and if you fail to do so, you agree to hold harmless and indemnify the RestoToken parties from any liability, risk or penalties resulting from your negligence
or willful misconduct.

Risks
Acquiring RestoToken tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that
RestoToken may not be able to launch its operations and develop its blockchain and provide
the services promised. Therefore, and prior to acquiring RestoToken, any user should carefully
consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring RestoToken in the context of the crowd sale and,
if necessary, obtain any independent advice in this regard. Any interested person who is not in the
position to accept or to understand the risks associated with the activity (incl. the risks related to
the non-development of the RestoToken platform) or any other risks as indicated in the Terms &
Conditions of the crowdsale should not acquire RestoToken.

Important Disclaimer
The offering of RestoToken on any trading platform is performed in order to allow the use of
the RestoToken platform, not for speculative purposes. The offering of RestoToken on any trading
platform does not change the legal qualification of the tokens, which remain a simple means
for operations within the RestoToken platform. RestoToken and/or its subsidiaries should not be
treated as a consultant for any legal, fiscal or financial matters. Any information contained in this
whitepaper is provided for general information purposes only and RestoToken does not make
any representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this information. Regulatory authorities in many countries carefully study the enterprises and operations related to cryptocurrencies.
In this regard, regulatory measures, investigations or actions may affect the activities of RestoToken platform and even limit or prevent its development in the future. Any person who undertakes
to purchase RestoToken must be aware of the RestoToken business model. This whitepaper and
the Terms and Conditions available at the Websites may change or need to be modified due to
new regulatory requirements and compliance with any applicable laws in any jurisdiction. In this
case, the Purchasers acknowledge and understand that neither RestoToken nor its subsidiaries
are liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused by such changes.

No Representations and Warranties
Recipients of this whitepaper should not rely on information contained in this whitepaper or any
inferences drawn from it. No RestoToken platform nor any associated party makes or purports
to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking (whether express or
implied) in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or
undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out
in this whitepaper. In particular, no RestoToken platform nor any associated party makes any representation or warranty (whether express or implied) as to the accuracy or the completeness of
the information contained in this whitepaper, and none shall have any liability for any statement,
forecasts, information or matters, expressed or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived
from, or from any omissions from this whitepaper or any other written information communicated to any person in relation to or in connection with the matters contained in this whitepaper. To the maximum extent permitted by any and all applicable laws, regulations and rules, no
RestoToken platform nor any associated party shall be liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
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consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract, equity, common law or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out
of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof.
For completeness, no regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information
set out in this whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this
whitepaper does not imply that any applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been
complied with.
By their nature, forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of the RestoToken platform, the RestoToken micropayments solution to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements
These factors include, amongst others:
■■ the risk that RestoToken may be unable to execute or implement its business strategies and
future plans, that the platform or technology associated with RestoToken may not function
as intended or be completed
■■ changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and
the legal and regulatory environment that may affect RestoToken, its businesses and operations with the RestoToken platform
■■ changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies that
may affect the value, uptake or adoption of RestoToken

Privacy and Security
This whitepaper contains certain statements relating to the privacy and security of personal data.
While each RestoToken platform and any party associated with any of them will maintain high
standards of privacy and security protection, the transmission of information via the Internet
is not completely secure and no RestoToken platform nor any associated party can guarantee
the security of personal data transmitted through the services developed or provided by the RestoToken platform.
Your Promises, Representation and Warranties
By accessing, receiving or accepting possession of any information in this whitepaper, you acknowledge and agree, and further represent and declare, to each RestoToken platform and any
associated party:
■■ that you have read the additional Risk Factors set out at https://restotoken.org
■■ you are not eligible to purchase RestoTokens if you are a citizen or resident of or located
in the United States of America, New Zealand, Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands, China, the Cayman Islands, Hong Kong or any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, availability or use of RestoTokens would be contrary to local law or regulation, if
or when any RestoToken platform entity makes RestoToken available for purchase
■■ the distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper, and any part or copy of it, and its receipt
or acceptance by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or
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rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to receipt or possession are
applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense
and without liability to each RestoToken platform and any party associated with any of them
■■ that all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, and accurate and
you have full and complete understanding of these from the time of your access to, receipt
and acceptance of possession of this whitepaper or any part or copy of it (as the case may
be).
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